
Space Planning Response 

Navigating the 
Spaces of the Future

RGO is committed as a trusted resource, to support Alberta as we navigate our way through 
the now, near and far as we find ourselves returning to the workplace

RIGHT NOW  |  Businesses are planning how to
navigate the return of the workforce with a emphasis on 
health and safety.  RGO has launched a Working Remotely 
program offering home office solutions allowing for the 
continuation of day to day operations. With a plan for 
returning to the office spaces RGO is able to provide cleaning 
services adhering to new standards.

RECONFIGURE |  The RGO team offers clients
solutions for changing work spaces and layouts in a manner 
that provides a long term solution.  With the addition of 
screens, reconfiguration of existing furniture, as well as 
removal and storage of surplus items, we can provide 
employees the assurance that personal safety is the utmost 
of importance as they re-enter the workplace.

REINVENTION |  As businesses we have the
opportunity to evaluate how we work, how we use spaces, 
communicate, and integrate technology into the changing 
workplace.  Utilizing past learnings, we have the ability to 
create smarter cross functional spaces that have are adaptive 
with minimal disruption to day to day operations.   



Work from Home 
RGO can equip you with the required basics to 
work remotely and efficiently.

Furniture Cleaning Services 
RGO Services department can assist you with 
the cleaning of your office furniture.

Screens
Screens increase your current workplace safety 
– available now with quick turn around.

Reconfiguration | Storage
Changing work setting and layouts to offer a 
longer term solution.

Technologies 
With an increased need to feel connected, RGO 
can provide you & your teams the tools needed.

Space Planning 
RGO can assist you in planning adaptive work 
environments for the future.

Contact our Space Planning Response team 
Calgary 403.569.4400 | Edmonton 780.413.6600
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